We investigate the inÑuence of environment on brightest cluster galaxy (BCG) evolution using a sample of 63 clusters at 0.3 ¹ z ¹ 0.9 drawn primarily from the Las Campanas Distant Cluster Survey and follow-up V , I, and K@ photometry. The luminosity evolution of the entire BCG sample is not adequately described by a single evolutionary model. Using the integrated light from the cluster detection as a proxy for cluster and the suggestion by Burke, Collins, & Mann, we set ergs s~1 to L X L X \ 2 ] 1044 be the division between high-and low-luminosity clusters. At high redshift (z [ 0.6) BCGs from low-L X clusters are fainter, on average, than those from clusters and are best modeled as having conhigh-L X stant luminosity with redshift. The BCGs from clusters are best modeled as having a stellar high-L X population that formed at large redshift and is passively evolving. However, for the entire (z form [ 5) BCG population, the observed V [I and I[K@ colors are well described by a single evolutionary model in which the stellar populations have and subsequently passively evolve. We conclude that accz form [ 5 retion is proportionally more signiÐcant for BCGs in lower mass clusters at these redshifts (a factor of 2È4 increase in mass since z D 1 for the systems ; Aragon-Salamanca and coworkers) and that the low-L X accreted matter is in the form of systems with evolved stellar populations.
INTRODUCTION
In standard hierarchical formation scenarios, structure formation occurs Ðrst in regions of highest overdensity. As a result of this accelerated formation, it is generally believed, for example, that cluster galaxies are on average older than Ðeld galaxies. However, studies comparing the evolution of galaxies in di †erent environments are difficult because identifying equivalent Ðeld and cluster populations is an illdeÐned problem and because the e †ects of various physical processes (interactions, ram pressure stripping, tidally triggered star formation, harassment by the global cluster potential, etc.) are poorly understood. Selection by morphology, luminosity, color, environment, or any other observable property of galaxies has the potential to bias the sample.
One galaxy population that can be unambiguously identiÐed in a variety of environments, by deÐnition, is the dominant galaxy, referred to as the brightest cluster galaxy (BCG) in clusters and the brightest group galaxy (BGG) in groups. Although the particular galaxy that is the BCG or BGG may change with time in any environment, that process is part of the evolution one aims to study, and the sample deÐnition is relatively unambiguous and well suited for comparison to simulations. Over the last 50 years, many have studied the properties of BCGs from redshifts 0 to D1 (some highlights include Humason, Mayall, & Sandage 1956 ; Sandage, Kristian, & Westphall 1976 ; Hoessel 1980 ; Schombert 1986 ; Graham et al. 1996) , initially with the intent to use BCGs as standard candles, later to study galaxy evolution. We revisit the topic of BCG evolution in light of recent claims of signiÐcant accretion (Aragon-Salamanca, Baugh, & Kau †mann 1998, hereafter ABK98) and environmentally induced di †erences (Burke, Collins, & Mann 2000 , hereafter BCM00) using a large sample of BCGs drawn from the Las Campanas Distant Cluster Survey (LCDCS ; Gonzalez et al. 2000) . Although BCG evolution may be quite distinct from galaxy evolution in general, its study may shed light on the process of hierarchical structure formation in dense environments.
BCGs are the most massive and luminous galaxies. However, the Ðndings that at least some BCGs are not drawn from the luminosity function of cluster elliptical galaxies (Tremaine & Richstone 1977 ; Dressler 1978) and that BCGs may have di †erent luminosity proÐles than other giant elliptical galaxies (Oemler 1976 ; Schombert 1986) suggest that they have a di †erent evolutionary history than standard cluster elliptical galaxies. Aragon-Salamanca et al. (1993, hereafter A93) observed BCGs at high redshift (0.5 \ z \ 0.9) in the K band and found that while the BCG colors agree with the prediction of passive evolution models with high formation redshifts similar to the (z form Z 2), results for cluster elliptical galaxies (Bower, Lucey, & Ellis 1992) , their luminosities match the prediction of noevolution models. Because stellar populations dim as they age, ABK98 interpret this lack of even passive luminosity evolution to imply signiÐcant, relatively recent, mass accretion by the BCGs. Parameterizing the necessary mass accretion, ABK98 estimate that BCGs have grown by a factor of 2È4 in mass since z D 1, a result that they Ðnd to be consistent with the expectation from hierarchical models as described by semianalytic models of galaxy evolution (Kau †mann, White, & Guiderdoni 1993) .
This rather attractive agreement between observations and simulations for the evolution of BCGs over D75% of the age of the universe has recently been questioned. The focus of the current discussion is whether all BCGs are similar and, in particular, whether environment plays a critical role in determining the properties of BCGs (Hudson & Ebeling 1997 ; Collins & Mann 1998, hereafter CM98 ; BCM00) . BCM00 study the BCGs of 76 X-rayÈselected clusters in the K band and Ðnd that BCGs from low-L X clusters ergs s~1) display no luminosity (L X \ 2.3 ] 1044 evolution. (We will refer to the BCGs from high-and lowclusters as and BCGs.) Furthermore, L X high-L X low-L X they Ðnd that the ABK98 sample primarily consists of lowBCGs at z [ 0.5. Therefore, the BCM00 observation of L X no luminosity evolution in the BCGs from clusters low-L X is entirely consistent with that of ABK98. However, they Ðnd that the luminosities of BCGs have evolved high-L X since z D 1. The stellar populations of their BCGs high-L X are consistent with the luminosity predictions of passive evolution models with a high formation redshift (z form Z 5). Because clusters best match the cluster selection high-L X adopted for comparison to the semianalytic models, they reinvestigate the parameterization of the mass evolution of BCGs and Ðnd substantially lower rates of mass high-L X accretion, at most a factor of D2 increase in mass since z D 1. This result suggests that BCGs from clusters high-L X experience a di †erent evolutionary scenario than those from clusters. low-L X Because BCG properties appear to depend on properties of the host cluster, it is imperative that samples are drawn from large surveys that span as wide a range of cluster properties as possible to probe that dependence and that the samples are sufficiently large to average over outliers. Both ABK98 and BCM00 have relatively small samples at z [ 0.5 (Da dozen each) that are biased with respect to cluster (ABK98 toward systems and BCM00 L X low-L X toward systems). Obviously, enlarging the samples high-L X of these high-redshift clusters has been difficult, and any potential advance should be exploited. We examine the evolutionary history of BCGs using a new sample of highredshift clusters drawn primarily from the LCDCS (Gonzalez et al. 2000) .
The LCDCS is a drift scan survey, conducted by the authors at the Las Campanas Observatory in 1995, that covers 130 deg2 of the southern sky and yielded over 1000 cluster candidates. Rather than selecting overdensities of resolved galaxies, our cluster-Ðnding technique relies on the assumption that the total light from a distant cluster is dominated by the contribution from unresolved sources. In an intrinsically uniform image, the integrated di †use cluster light will manifest itself as a low surface brightness (LSB) enhancement. Not only does this catalog result in a factor of 5 increase in the number of cataloged clusters at these redshifts but because our cluster identiÐcation criteria di †ers from those utilized in previous surveys, this catalog provides an independent, well-deÐned sample with which to compare the results from more traditional surveys. Details of the survey and the catalog of clusters can be found in Gonzalez et al. (2000) .
Because extensive follow-up observations are prohibitively time-intensive, the BCGs we examine here are a small subset of the Ðnal catalog. We use 54 clusters from the LCDCS and nine northern clusters from a smaller Palomar 5 m survey (for which the data were originally taken as part of the Palomar Transit Grism Survey for high-redshift quasars [Schneider, Schmidt, & Gunn 1994] and analyzed in Dalcanton 1995), which we originally utilized to test the LSB technique. The combined sample consists of 63 clusters, 17 of which are spectroscopically conÐrmed and 46 of which have photometrically estimated redshifts . We obtain deep follow-up imaging in V , I, and K@, although not every BCG is imaged in every band. In°2 we describe the data. We include a brief description of the survey, cluster candidate selection, and classiÐcation in°2 .1. In°2.2 we describe follow-up observations and photometry. Next, we give a summary of our photometric redshift estimators and BCG selection in°°2.3 and 2.4, respectively. In°2.5 we describe the technique used to estimate In°3 we examine the evolution of BCGs in both L X . luminosity and color. Finally, we summarize our results and conclusions in°4.
2. THE DATA Our data originate from a variety of telescopes and instruments. We identify the candidate galaxy clusters using drift scans and techniques described brieÑy below for context but in full detail by Gonzalez et al. (2000) . The cluster sample and observations used here stem from deep optical and infrared follow-up imaging of a small subset of the full catalog that was obtained to aid in the classiÐcation of candidates and to develop photometric redshift indicators. We will brieÑy review the classiÐcation criteria based on the deep imaging and our photometric redshift estimators. Nelson et al. (2001) contains a full description.
Cluster Sample
We draw our clusters from two optical drift scan surveys. The Ðrst is a D17.5 deg2 Palomar 5 m survey using the four-shooter camera (Gunn et al. 1987 ) and the F555W "" wide V ÏÏ Ðlter (Dalcanton 1995 ; Dalcanton et al. 1997) . Dalcanton (1995) and Dalcanton et al. (1997) made use of existing scans (originally taken as part of the Palomar Transit Grism Survey for high-redshift quasars ; Schneider et al. 1994) to verify the LSB technique for detecting LSB objects to the required central surface brightness. This survey identiÐed more than 50 northern hemisphere cluster candidates. The second is a 130 deg2 survey of the southern sky conducted with the Las Campanas Observatory 1 m telescope over 10 nights by the authors using the Great Circle Camera (Zaritsky, Shectman, & Bredthauer 1996) and a wide Ðlter, denoted as W , that covers wavelengths from 4500 to 7500
This survey was speciÐcally designed A . to study LSB galaxies and high-redshift galaxy clusters. We stagger scans in declination by half of the Ðeld of view (24@) so that each section in the survey is observed twice, each time with a di †erent region of the detector. The sidereal rate limits exposure times to D97 s per scan at the declination of the survey ([10¡ to [12¡) so that the net exposure time is D195 s at any location. The pixel scale is 0.7 arcsec pixel~1 with a typical seeing of about The full region surveyed 1A .25. measures and is embedded within the area D85¡ ] 1¡ .5 covered by the Las Campanas Redshift Survey . The result of iterative Ñat Ðelding, masking, Ðltering, and object detection is a catalog of D1000 cluster candidates (Gonzalez et al. 2000 provide a full description of the method and catalog) with an estimated 30% contamination rate.
From the drift scans, we select a set of candidates for which to obtain deep follow-up imaging in V , I, and K@. These deeper images allow us to classify detections and train the cluster-Ðnding algorithm. The cluster candidates presented in this work were conÐrmed as clusters based on the following criteria : (1) the appearance of the background-subtracted I-band luminosity function, in particular a well-populated and deÐned bright end of the luminosity function, (2) the presence of a prominent red envelope in the V [I color magnitude diagrams, and (3) a well-deÐned concentration in the surface density of galaxies, in particular, a high degree of spatial clustering of red galaxies. A cluster candidate that strongly satisÐes any of these three criteria is considered a viable cluster. We do not require successful candidates to satisfy all three criteria for two reasons. First, we do not have the necessary data to evaluate every cluster equivalently. Second, we have conÐrmed clusters that do not strongly satisfy all three criteria (for example, high-redshift clusters generally have less prominent red envelopes because of the combination of cosmological shifting of light out of the V band and our modest exposure times ; Nelson et al. 2001) . We acknowledge that our classiÐcation procedure is subjective, but simulations demonstrate that random Ðelds and noncluster detections (LSBs and spurious detections) do not yield welldeÐned luminosity functions or prominent red envelopes ). Nevertheless, we will discuss the e †ect of signiÐcant contamination on our results in°3.1.1.
Because the original goal of the follow-up imaging was to test our cluster-selection algorithms, the cluster subsample is heterogeneous and thus includes both some of our best and some of our worst candidates. In addition, since our selection procedure evolved during this testing process, some of the conÐrmed candidates presented here are not in the Ðnal, statistical cluster catalog presented by Gonzalez et al. (2000) . We expect no particular biases in BCG properties from this procedure except those that correlate with cluster properties. The potentially inÑuential cluster properties include concentration and cluster mass, which factor into the cluster selection and which are present at some level in all cluster surveys. These biases are discussed in detail in°2 .4.
Optical and Infrared Photometry
We brieÑy review the data acquisition and reduction process. Readers interested in a more detailed description are referred to Nelson et al. (2001) . We image our clusters in the Johnson V and Cousins I bands because these bands straddle the Ca II H and K break for galaxies at redshifts 0.3 ¹ z ¹ 0.9 and in K@ because it probes the older, quiescent stellar populations. Because the majority of our photometry was completed before the cluster-Ðnding algorithm was Ðne-tuned (indeed, it was necessary to help train the algorithm), we imaged some candidates only in I to provide more images of potential clusters at the expense of color information. The data were collected at a variety of telescopes from 1996 to 1998. Northern clusters were generally imaged at the Palomar 1.5 m telescope and the Lick 3 m telescope, while southern clusters were generally imaged at the Las Campanas Observatory using the 1 and 2.5 m telescopes. Both the optical and infrared data were reduced following standard procedures (see Nelson et al. 2001 for details) . We calibrated the optical data using LandoltÏs standard Ðelds (Landolt 1983 (Landolt , 1992 . The K@-band data was calibrated using the Hubble Space T elescope faint near-IR standards (Persson et al. 1998) . Table 1 contains information regarding the observations of each cluster. The Ðrst column lists the cluster designation. Right ascension and declination (2000.0) are in the next column, where the center of the cluster is taken to coincide with the centroid of the LSB Ñuctuation. The last six columns contain the exposure time and seeing for each of the three photometric bands, V , I, and K@. In summary, 97% of our clusters are imaged in I, 54% in V , 35% have infrared K@ data, and 29% have spectroscopy. Some clusters were imaged twice in various photometric bands and are listed twice in Table 1 . If one data set is clearly of superior quality than the other, we use the superior data. Otherwise, we average the photometric results.
The correlation between the luminosity of the BCG measured within the Ðxed radius referred to as the metric r m , aperture or and the logarithmic slope of the BCG curve L m , of growth (Hoessel 1980 ; Lauer & Postman 1994 ; Postman & Lauer 1995, hereafter PL95 ; Hudson & Ebeling 1997 ; CM98) is often used to place BCG luminosities on a standard-candle scale. Such an adjustment typically reduces the scatter in the distancemagnitude relation by D0.1È0.2 mag. Consequently, BCG photometry is predominantly measured using a Ðxed aperture of projected physical radius (D10 kpc locally and D25 kpc at high redshift). However, we choose to neither measure our BCG photometry with Ðxed metric apertures or correct their luminosities using the relation for two L m -a reasons. First, seeing corrections that must be applied to Ðxed aperture magnitudes are too uncertain (especially at high redshift because the seeing varied dramatically from run to run, in the optical and in the infrared). 0A .8È3A
0A .6È2A Second, as we describe in detail below, the majority of clusters in our sample do not have spectroscopic redshifts. Instead, we rely on photometric redshift estimators whose associated errors are comparable to the
by D0.5 mag (see Fig. 1 in PL95 ; M BCG Fig. 10 in CM98) . For the redshift range in which the bulk of our clusters lie, the uncertainty in corresponds to z phot Despite the potential increase in scatter *M BCG D 0.2È0.4. by not using the relationship, we argue that such preci-L m -a sion is lost in comparison to simulations (or stellar evolution models) that do not model evolution in the structural properties of galaxies. Our sample is useful for global tests but has high photometric scatter that prevents case-by-case comparisons.
Instead of an aperture magnitude, we measure magnitudes using SExtractorÏs (Bertin & Arnouts 1996) "" best ÏÏ total magnitudes. For uncrowded objects, this magnitude is the automatic aperture magnitude, which has been demonstrated to miss less than 6% of the light from a galaxy (Bertin & Arnouts 1996) . The corrected isophotal magnitude, which misses less than 15% of the galaxyÏs light but is more robust, is used for crowded objects (Bertin & Arnouts 1996). These techniques are not necessarily correct for galaxies with large extended halos, such as those that BCGs may have, but the LSB halo is missed at all redshifts (see Gonzalez et al. 2000 for a demonstration that D30% of the light from a nearby cD is missed by standard techniques).
Aside from this last uncertainty, the internal uncertainties as calculated by SExtractor using the detector read noise and gain and the photon statistics of sky and object dominate. However, we also include the uncertainty from the photometric solutions in determining the uncertainty in the Ðnal magnitudes. Galaxy magnitudes are corrected for extinction using the dust IR emission maps of Schlegel, Finkbeiner, & Davis (1998) but are not K-corrected.
Spectroscopic and Photometric Redshifts
To study the evolution of the BCGs, we must know their relative distances. We obtain redshifts either directly from spectroscopy of a number of potential cluster members or indirectly from photometry of cluster members. Because the Ðnal cluster catalog contains D1000 candidates, it is not feasible to obtain spectroscopy for all our potential clusters or even for the 65 clusters discussed here.
We obtained spectra of 19 of our clusters using the LowResolution Imaging Spectrograph (Oke et al. 1994 ) on the Keck I telescope in 1995 December 20È21, 1997 March 14È15, 1998 April 4È5, and 1999 March 20È21. Because of weather and technical problems, D40% of the time was usable. The deep imaging necessary to construct multiobject masks was generally not available, so we used a single long slit with a 600 line mm~1 grating. The slit was aligned, using the guider image, to include as many individual galaxies as possible, generally two to three with m R \ 22, and to lie across the position of the LSB feature detected in the scans. Typical spectroscopic exposure times were 30 minutes to 1 hr. Details of the reduction and analysis of the spectroscopy can be found in Zaritsky et al. (1997) and Nelson et al. (2001) .
For clusters without spectroscopy, we estimate the redshifts photometrically using two di †erent techniques. First, we use the I-band luminosity function measured from the I-band follow-up observations to obtain Second, z lum . we use the location of the "" red envelope ÏÏ in the cluster color-magnitude diagram, measured using the V -and I-band follow-up observations to obtain For details of z col . the procedure, see Nelson et al. (2001) . Each technique has its strengths and weaknesses. The more practical is z lum more efficient than because it requires deep follow-up z col imaging in only one band. However, the cluster galaxy catalog must be corrected for interloper contamination by statistically subtracting the background galaxies, which introduces a signiÐcant source of uncertainty. On the other hand, does not require background subtraction because z col the red elliptical galaxies in the cluster are typically the reddest objects in the Ðeld, but the technique is less efficient because it requires follow-up observations in two separate Ðlters. We empirically calibrate both methods using a subset of our clusters with spectroscopic redshifts and the 19 clusters taken from the literature (A93 ; Smail et al. 1997 ; Stanford, Eisenhardt, & Dickinson 1998 ; see Nelson et al. 2001 for details) .
Using clusters with we Ðnd that has an z spec , z lum [ z spec rms scatter about zero of 0.06, which we adopt as our error in Similarly, we calculate and Ðnd the rms z lum . z col [ z spec scatter about zero is 0.07 and adopt this value as our error in These values of the rms underestimate the redshift z col . uncertainties (because the spectroscopic clusters are perhaps richer than the average candidate), but our conclusions do not depend on having precise redshifts or exact redshift uncertainties. All clusters with were used for z spec these estimates. For clusters without we rely on the z spec , two photometric redshift estimations. For our full redshift range, if both and exist, we average the two determiz lum z col nations. We disregard any clusters with that do z lum [ 0.7 not also have because becomes unreliable at high z col z lum redshift ; our observations are generally too shallow to contain a sufficient number of galaxies to produce a wellpopulated luminosity function. This last cut removes nine BCGs from the Ðnal analysis. 2.4. Estimating Cluster L X As has been recently discussed by BCM00 and will become more evident in°3, environment, as classiÐed on the basis of is related to the properties of BCGs. L X , Although X-ray observations do not yet exist for our clusters, we found that the integrated light of the cluster can be used as a proxy for X-ray luminosity ). Gonzalez et al. obtained drift scan data for 17 known clusters with X-ray observations (only one of which lies within the original survey area). To directly compare to the results from previous high-redshift BCG studies (CM98 ; BCM00), we calculate for the Einstein Medium-L X Sensitivity Survey (EMSS) passband (0.3È3.5 keV), assuming km s~1 Mpc~1, and
Non-EMSS clusters are converted to the 0.3È3.5 keV passband using XSPEC assuming a MEKAL model (Mewe, Gronenschild, van den Oord 1985 ; Mewe, Lemen, van den Oord 1986 ; Kaastra et al. 1992 ) with a neutral hydrogen column density atoms cm~2 and a metal n H \ 5 ] 1020 abundance [Fe/H] \ 0.3. For clusters without published X-ray temperatures, we assume T \ 5 keV. Because the majority of the non-EMSS clusters were observed by ROSAT (0.2È2.5 keV passband), our results are only weakly dependent on these assumptions.
In Figure 2 we plot
where & is the L X peak surface brightness of the detection Ñuctuation in units of counts s~1 arcsec~2. For ergs s~1, the
and the scatter L X , increases signiÐcantly. The threshold is remarkably similar to that which divides the BCG sample of CM98 into a homogeneous population and a heterhigh-L X low-L X ogeneous population, suggesting that the breakdown in our relation is perhaps physically motivated. We adopt L X \ 2 ] 1044 ergs s~1 as the threshold between a and high-L X sample, which corresponds to
Using the empirically calibrated relation in L X È&(1 ] z)5 conjunction with the surface brightness limit of the cluster catalog, we estimate the limiting X-ray luminosity of the entire LCDCS as a function of redshift (Gonzalez et al. is the cluster X-ray luminosity in the L X EMSS band (0.3È3.5 keV), and & is the peak surface brightness of the detection Ñuctuation. The line is the least squares Ðt to the data. 2000). At low redshift the LCDCS is sensitive down to the level of poor groups, while at we are primarily z Z 0.6 detecting clusters only. In Figure 3 we plot & as a high-L X function of redshift and search for a similar trend in the cluster subsample examined in this work. For we z [ 0.6, detect clusters with a wide range in while above this L X , redshift we become increasingly less sensitive to the lower mass clusters. Consequently, any correlations between BCG properties and cluster mass will result in apparent trends with redshift if we do not correct for this selection bias. 
BCG Selection
Selecting the galaxy that is truly the BCG requires careful consideration of several factors : the passband used for selection, search radius, and contamination. Even at low redshift, where extensive spectroscopy is available, BCG selection is problematic. For example, PL95, who studied 119 BCGs with z ¹ 0.05 (which included a subset of the Hoessel, Gunn, & Thuan 1980 sample), found that because their selection criteria di †ered from that of Hoessel et al. (1980) , they selected a di †erent galaxy as the BCG in seven of 34 clusters.
Our Ðrst consideration is which passband to use for selection. Although bright cluster elliptical galaxies have remarkably homogeneous colors (A93 ; Stanford et al. 1995 Stanford et al. , 1998 Lubin 1996 ; Kodama et al. 1998 ; Nelson et al. 2001) , even a small spread in colors can result in a di †erent choice of BCG depending on the bandpass. Of the three bandpasses available to us, K@ is the optimal because it is most sensitive to the older stellar populations throughout the redshift interval of our sample. However, because of the small Ðeld of view of IR arrays (corresponding to 150È250 h~1 kpc at the cluster redshifts), K@ selection will miss BCGs that are signiÐcantly displaced from the cluster center. Instead, we choose to use the I band for selection because we have large Ðeld-of-view images in the I band of our entire sample. The I band lies redward of the Ca II H and K break for the majority of clusters in our sample (z [ 0.8) and consequently is not overly sensitive to recent star formation.
Our second consideration brings us to the greatest difficulty in selecting high-redshift BCGs : foreground contamination. Unlike for nearby clusters, extensive spectroscopy necessary to conÐrm cluster membership is unavailable for the majority of clusters at high redshift. Furthermore, PL95 found that although many BCGs are projected close to the cluster center h~1 kpc), a few lie at large pro-(Sr BCG T \ 70 jected distances Mpc) where contamination is (r BCG D 1 high. Choosing the optimal search radius, so as to include as many BCGs as possible while minimizing contamination, becomes a crucial issue. Color information is extremely useful in mitigating contamination because Ðeld contaminants are lower redshift galaxies that are bluer than the high-redshift elliptical galaxies. We have colors (V [I and/or I[K@ ) for 60% of our clusters. To determine the optimal search radius, we Ðrst identify the BCG in clusters for which color information is available. We then use the radial distribution of these color-selected BCGs to determine the optimal search radius with which to maximize our chance of Ðnding the proper BCG for clusters without color information (i.e., the radius at which we minimize the combined impact of foreground contaminants and failure to include the BCG).
For the Ðrst step in this sequence, color-aided BCG selection, we set a large search radius because the selection is less susceptible to interlopers. PL95 found that 90% of their 119 local BCGs (z ¹ 0.05) lie within a projected separation of 350 h~1 kpc. Therefore, for our clusters with either V [I and/or I[K@ colors available, we consider all galaxies within 350 h~1 kpc of the cluster center, where the cluster center is deÐned to be the centroid of the LSB detection on the drift scan images. The sole modiÐer to this criteria is that when we are using the K@ images, our small Ðeld of view limits our search to the central 150È250 h~1 kpc of the cluster. Because bright cluster elliptical galaxies occupy a very narrow locus in the cluster color-magnitude diagram (see SED98), we exclude BCG candidates whose colors are 0.4 mag bluer than the location of the red envelope in either V [I or I[K@. The location of the red envelope in color space is deÐned to be the position of maximum change in the number of galaxies as a function of color (see for details). Of the remaining galaxies, we choose the galaxy with the brightest total magnitude in the I band as the BCG.
We examine both the distribution of and the conr BCG tamination rates as a function of selection radius for colorselected BCGs to Ðnd the optimal search radius for
Although there is a high concentration (D40%) z spec . of BCGs very close to the cluster center h~1 kpc), (r BCG ¹ 50 there is also a signiÐcant number of BCGs (D40%) at larger projected separations h~1 kpc). Next, we vary (r BCG [ 150 the search radius and estimate contamination rates on a per cluster basis. First, we identify the "" true ÏÏ cluster BCG using the color-selection criteria outlined above (including h~1 kpc). Then, we choose 10 random centers on r sel col \ 350 the image that lie entirely outside of the cluster radius (350 h~1 and select the brightest I-band galaxy kpc ] r sel noncol) that lies within without using color information. r \ r sel noncol Finally, we deÐne the contamination rate for this cluster as the fraction of times that a galaxy within the search radius is brighter than the "" true ÏÏ (i.e., the original colorr sel noncol selected) BCG. We repeat this entire process for every cluster using various search radii. Figure 5 shows the distribution of contamination rates for four values of r sel noncol. For a very small search radius, h~1 kpc, the r sel noncol \ 50 contamination rates are extremely low ; D80% of the clusters have e †ectively no contamination, and there are no clusters with a contamination rate greater than 20%. By the time reaches 200 h~1 kpc, the contamination rates r sel noncol are quite high ; 55% of the clusters have contamination rates greater than 30%. We also calculate S*mT \ m BCG and Ðnd that S*mT D 1 mag in V and I. [ m cont Because there is a signiÐcant di †erence between the magnitude of the true BCG and that of a foreground contaminant, the optimal search radius for nonÈcolor-selected BCGs must be small enough to keep contamination relatively low yet large enough to include a signiÐcant fraction of BCGs. While the contamination rate for h~1 r sel noncol \ 50 kpc is attractive, such a sample would contain only D40% of the BCGs. Instead, we choose to use h~1 r sel noncol \ 150 kpc, which contains a signiÐcant fraction of BCGs (D60%) yet still has relatively low contamination rates (70% of the clusters have a contamination rate ¹20%). When we miss the BCG and instead recover the second-or third-ranked galaxy, the di †erence in magnitude is on average 0.5 mag (see°3.1).
Although the majority of BCGs are either elliptical or cD galaxies (see Graham et al. 1996) , this is not necessarily universal. Because we do not have morphological information for cluster galaxies, our BCGs are not restricted to be of a certain type. However, color selection of BCGs could bias our results if some BCGs are bluer than our color criteria. An inspection of the cluster color-magnitude diagrams shows that for 50% of the clusters, the red-selected BCG is simply the brightest galaxy within 350 h~1 kpc, regardless of color. Therefore, color does not play a role in the selection of 70% of the BCGs in our sample (including the 40% of our sample for which we do not have color information). For the remaining 50% of the color-selected BCGs that are not the brightest galaxy within 350 h~1 kpc, the brighter galaxy is bluer by more than 1 mag in V [I in 65% of the cases. Consequently, our sample is not strongly biased toward red BCGs.
In Figure 6 we present I-band postage stamp images of the BCGs used in this study (except for 0944]4732, whose image did not reproduce well). The images are and 1@ .5 ] 1@ .5 are centered on the BCG. Table 2 lists the properties of the BCGs. Column (1) gives the cluster name. The BCG redshift and corrected cluster central surface brightness &(1 ] z)5 are listed in columns (2) and (3). The next three columns give the magnitude of the BCG in V , I, and K@. The Ðnal two columns contain the color of the BCG in V [I and I[K@. In summary, 61% of our sample is imaged in V , 96% in I, and 35% in K@. We have color information (in either V [I or I[K@) for 63% of the BCGs. Finally, we have L X estimates of 61% of the BCGs host clusters.
RESULTS
According to hierarchical clustering models, the characteristic scale on which structure forms increases with time. Consequently, low-redshift clusters of a given mass have experienced a di †erent evolutionary history than equivalent mass clusters at high redshift. Galaxy evolution studies of cluster and Ðeld galaxies at have supported this idea z [ 1 by providing evidence that environment is linked to the properties of galaxies (see, e.g., ABK98 ; CM98 ; BCM00). Here we examine the luminosities and colors of BCGs from z D 0.3 to 1 and search for di †erences in their evolutionary histories as a function of environment.
BCG L uminosity Evolution
We search for the inÑuence of environment on evolution by examining V , I, and K@ Hubble diagrams (Fig. 7) and di †erentiating between BCGs from clusters, high-L X low-L X clusters, and clusters for which we do not have esti-L X mates.1 Similar to CM98 and BCM00, we adopt L X \ 2 ] 1044 ergs s~1 as the threshold between a and high-L X sample. The errors in the photometry are negligible, low-L X but the uncertainty in the photometric redshifts is not. An error in of 0.07 corresponds to mag at z phot
We compare the BCG luminosities to spectral synthesis models using the GISSEL96 model (Bruzual & Charlot 1993) for an elliptical galaxy experiencing either noevolution or passive evolution. For all models, we assume an initial 107 yr burst of star formation and a Salpeter initial mass function for masses between 0.1 and 100 M _ . We determine the magnitude zero points for the models by using 64 of PL95Ïs local BCGs whose host clusters have X-ray luminosities from ROSAT . Only two of these clusters have ergs s~1 in the EMSS passband, and L X º 2 ] 1044 consequently, this is essentially a normalization. low-L X For each BCG, PL95 provide photometry in a series of apertures of increasing angular size. Because we use total magnitudes, rather than Ðxed metric magnitudes, we use the largest available aperture from PL95. We convert their R c photometry to V , I, and K@ using the color predictions of the GISSEL96 model (Bruzual & Charlot 1993 ) for a passively evolving elliptical galaxy that formed at z form \ 10.
1 In order to estimate we must be able to accurately measure the L X , surface brightness of the cluster detection. However, we cannot do this for about one-third of the cluster candidates identiÐed in our earliest analysis, a subset of which are used in this work, because those objects are near bright stars. Subsequent catalogs (including the Ðnal catalog presented by Gonzalez et al. 2000) are drawn from analyses using larger masked regions. [ 1245, 1002 [ 1247, 1005 [ 1209, 1007 [ 1208, 1012 [ 1243, 1012 [ 1245, 1014 [ 1143, 1015 [ 1132, 1017 [ 1128, 1018 [ 1211, (b) 1023 [ 1303, 1024 [ 1239, 1025 [ 1236, 1027 [ 1159, 1031 [ 1244, 1032 [ 1229, 1041 ] [ 1136, 1136 [ 1145, 1136 [ 1252, (c) 1138 [ 1142, 1138 [ 1225, 1138 [ 1228, 1139 [ 1154, 1139 [ 1217, 1145 [ 1155, 1147 [ 1252, 1149 [ 1159, 1149 [ 1246, 1208 [ 1151, 1210 [ 1219, 1215 [ 1252, (d) 1216 [ 1201, 1219 [ 1201, 1221 [ 1206, 1230 ] 4621, 1326 [ 1218, 1327 [ 1217, 1329 [ 1256, 1333 [ 1237, 1404 [ 1216, 1408 [ 1209, 1408 [ 1216, 1408 [ 1218, (e) Finally, we use the locus of the converted low-redshift BCGs to normalize the models.
First, we investigate whether the predictions from a single evolutionary model Ðt the observed magnitudes of all the BCGs, independently of the of their host cluster. Because L X at any given redshift there is considerable observational scatter in the magnitudes, we also present a binned version of the full data set in redshift intervals of *z \ 0.1 in V and I (upper right-hand panel and center right-hand panel of Fig. 7 , respectively ) and *z \ 0.2 in K@ (lower right-hand panel of Fig. 7) . We adopt of the binned data as our p mean errors and Ðnd that they are typically smaller than the size of the points and are therefore omitted. In the K@ band, the mean BCG luminosities are most consistent with the noevolution prediction but systematically fainter than the model predictions. To determine whether this o †set reÑects some problem with our data, we compare to the published K-band photometry of A93 for 19 other BCGs with z \ 0.02È0.92 (lower right-hand panel of Fig. 7) . The published photometry was measured inside a metric aperture of 50 kpc diameter assuming and ) m \ 1, ) " \ 0, km s~1 Mpc~1 and corrected for Galactic extinc-H 0 \ 50 tion using the reddening maps of Schlegel et al. (1998) but was not K-corrected. Whereas our BCGs show higher scatter than those of A93, on average our results are consistent. A small change in zero point would bring the noevolution model in agreement with both our data and those from A93. Only two of our K@ BCGs are in clusters, high-L X and the A93 sample also consists principally of cluslow-L X ters. Therefore, we conclude that the K@ luminosities of BCGs from clusters are sufficiently homogeneous to low-L X be modeled as an apparently nonevolving population FIG. 6b (conÐrming the results of A93 and ABK98 but restricting those results to the clusters, in accordance with the low-L X results of BCM00).
We have a di †erent situation for BCGs observed in V and I. The BCGs have mean luminosities that are consistent with the no-evolution predictions for (upper rightz [ 0.6 hand and center right-hand panels of Fig. 7 ) but are systematically brighter than the no-evolution prediction and consistent with the passive evolution of an elliptical galaxy that formed at at For these BCGs, a z form \ 5È10 z Z 0.6. single evolutionary model is insufficient to explain the observed magnitudes across the entire range of redshift. The upper panels of these diagrams illustrate that, unlike for the K@ sample, these samples contain signiÐcant fractions of both high-and clusters. Because our cluster sample low-L X is biased toward more massive clusters at (Fig. 3) , it z Z 0.6 is likely that the high-redshift clusters without estimates L X are also systems. If this supposition is true, it sughigh-L X gests that BCGs from clusters follow a di †erent high-L X evolutionary scenario than those from clusters. We low-L X suggest that the inclusion of both populations is responsible for the apparently erratic Hubble diagrams.
The di †erences between the two populations can be examined in a variety of ways. First, we examine the deviations from a single evolutionary model in the Hubble diagrams more closely. The BCG V and I magnitude residuals, for a passive evolution model with *m \ m BCG [ m model , are shown versus redshift in Figures 8 and 9 for z form \ 5, clusters (left-hand panel) and clusters (rightlow-L X high-L X hand panel). We omit low-z (z \ 0.6) clusters for which we could not measure &, but we do include clusters with z º 0.6 for which we could not measure & ( Ðlled triangles) because at high redshift we expect to only detect very massive clusters ( cor-*m V relates inversely with &(1 ] z)5 at the 90% conÐdence level according to the Spearman rank test with or without the upper limit points included. In I, the correlation is less signiÐcant. Including the upper limits, the correlation is signiÐcant with 90% conÐdence, but excluding them, the correlation is signiÐcant at only the 85% level. These correlations illustrate that as &(1 ] z)5 increases, the residuals from the passive evolution model tend to decrease.
We summarize the observational situation as follows : (1) the BCG sample includes clusters of both high and low L X , where the dividing line in is set, both from previous L X studies and the behavior we observe between and &, at L X ergs s~1, (2) K@ observations of BCGs (both L X \ 2 ] 1044 our data and those of A93) are consistent with no-evolution models but are based on BCGs that are almost exclusively in clusters, (3) the V and I BCG Hubble diagrams, low-L X which include BCGs from both high-and clusters, low-L X cannot be Ðtted with a single class of evolutionary model, and (4) after dividing the sample according to host cluster we Ðnd that the BCGs from clusters Ðt the L X , low-L X no-evolution model in both V and I (in agreement with the results from our K@ observations) and that the BCGs in the clusters are better Ðtted by a passive evolution high-L X model, particularly in V , where recent star formation should be more detectable. To address whether these results are driven by physical e †ects, we next focus on potential problems with our data and approach.
Potential Pitfalls
We observe that the luminosities of high-redshift BCGs are, on average, brighter than the no-evolution (z Z 0.6) extrapolation of the luminosities of their low-redshift counterparts. Because our sample is biased toward more massive systems at high redshift, we interpret this as evidence that environment may inÑuence the evolution of BCGs. However, there are other factors that could explain the observed "" brightening ÏÏ of BCG luminosities at z Z 0.6. We discuss the possibilities below. clusters (left-hand panels, open circles), and low-L X clusters for which cannot be estimated (left-hand panels, crosses). The L X threshold between high and low is 2 ] 1044 ergs s~1. The errors in L X L X the photometry are negligible, but an error in of 0.07 corresponds to z phot mag at z D 0.6. The BCG luminosities are compared to the *m I D 0.3 spectral synthesis model predictions of Bruzual & Charlot (1993) for an elliptical galaxy experiencing passive evolution and no-evolution. The lowredshift points are BCGs from PL95 for which the host cluster has X-ray data and are used to normalize the models. In the right-hand panels, our data are binned in *z \ 0.1 for the V and I bands (while *z \ 0.01 for PL95). For the K@-band, we bin the data in *z \ 0.2 and compare to the K-band BCG sample of A93 (open squares), which is not binned. The error bars, which are of the binned data, are smaller than the points and p mean are omitted. False clusters.ÈThe fraction of false detections of clusters in the original survey increases as we consider larger redshifts (Gonzalez et al. 2000) , and one might suspect that this e †ect could lead to various misleading trends in the "" apparent ÏÏ BCG population. Because of our follow-up imaging, we do not consider contamination to be as serious for this cluster subsample as for the survey itself. First, our redshift estimators (the luminosity function and red envelope method) fail to converge on random (i.e., spurious) centers and on noncluster (LSB galaxies) detections in our follow-up images . Second, the luminosities of randomly selected brightest Ðeld galaxies do not follow the predictions of either passive evolution or noevolution models for BCGs. To illustrate this point, we use the simulations outlined in°2.5 and select the brightest Ðeld galaxy in an area comparable to that of each cluster. Assuming that the randomly selected galaxies lie at the cluster redshift, the dispersion in their magnitudes is signiÐ- Fig. 11 ). Their magnitudes (Sm I T \ 19.2 mag) are typically fainter than our BCGs and do not correlate with the cluster redshift (lower panel of Fig. 11 ). Indeed, Figure 11 demonstrates that the typical luminosity of a bright Ðeld galaxy is fainter than or consistent with the predictions of the no-evolution models for Figures z [ 0.8. 8 and 9 contain such a potential false cluster detection. The BCG 1024[1239 at z \ 0.57 has magnitude high-L X residuals in V and I that are more than 8 p fainter than the mean magnitude residuals of other BCGs. From high-L X our simulations, 35% of randomly selected brightest Ðeld galaxies at 0.50 \ z \ 0.60 have magnitudes that are more than 8 p fainter than the mean magnitude of the BCGs in the same redshift range. Consequently, although our sample may include a few false cluster detections, an increase in the fraction of false clusters with z is unlikely to cause signiÐ-cant brightening of our observed BCGs.
Biased measurement of &.ÈIf & is dominated by the BCG halo, then there will be a correlation between brighter BCGs and &. Gonzalez et al. (2000) performed a detailed analysis of the distribution of luminous matter in the nearby galaxy cluster A1651 and found that the BCG contributed 30% of the total cluster light within r \ 500 h~1 kpc of the cluster center. Thus, in this instance & could be contaminated by as much as 30% by the BCG. If the BCG halo contributes excess light to the measurement of &, then we expect & to decline with increasing Although a slight r BCG .
FIG. 11.ÈI Hubble diagram for the brightest Ðeld galaxies selected in random areas comparable to that of our clusters (upper panel). In the lower panel, the data are binned in *z \ 0.1. The error bars, which are of p mean the binned data, are smaller than the points and are omitted.
trend appears in Fig. 12 Poor photometric redshifts.ÈA systematic overestimation of the cluster photometric redshifts at would cause z Z 0.6 the inferred luminosities of the BCGs to be brighter than their actual luminosities. We believe this is not a problem for two reasons. First, contamination systematically causes an underestimation of the redshift because foreground galaxies tend to be brighter than cluster galaxies (see Gonzalez et al. 2000 for an illustration of the magnitude of the e †ect for values of photo z determined from the BCGs). Second, we Ðnd no di †erence in the behavior of the magnitude residuals for BCGs in clusters with photometric and spectroscopic redshifts. In Figure 13 we plot the magnitude residuals in V (left-hand panel), I (center panel), and K@ (right-hand panel) for a passively evolving elliptical galaxy with di †erentiating between BCGs with z form \ 5, z spec ( Ðlled circles) and those with (open circles). Recall that z phot we disregard any clusters with that do not also z lum [ 0.7 have because becomes unreliable at high redshift. z col z lum There is no statistically signiÐcant di †erence between the luminosities of BCGs in clusters with spectroscopically and photometrically estimated redshifts. We conclude that errors in our photometric redshift estimations are not causing the observed brightening of BCGs at z Z 0.6.
Contamination.ÈAnother concern is that the observed brightening of BCG luminosities in V and I at is due z Z 0.6 to increased contamination in the BCG sample with redshift. Figure 7 shows that for an interloping Ðeld z [ 0.6, galaxy would typically need to be brighter than the m I [ 19 expected BCG. We Ðnd that less than 5% of all the Ðeld galaxies in our images are brighter than the expected I-band magnitude of the BCG at Consequently, we z [ 0.6. expect insigniÐcant contamination at low redshift. However, for the number of potential contamiz Z 0.6, nating Ðeld galaxies approximately doubles (13% of our composite Ðeld galaxy population have mag). The lines are the same as those in Fig. 7 .
To address this issue in a consistent manner, we use the simulations outlined in°2.5 to evaluate the contamination rate of both nonÈcolor-selected and color-selected BCGs as a function of redshift. We are chieÑy interested in whether an increasing contamination rate with redshift is responsible for the observed brightening of BCGs relative to the no-evolution model prediction at Therefore, z Z 0.6. we compare the magnitudes of potential contaminants to the no-evolution model predictions rather than directly to our data. We Ðnd that the contamination rate for nonÈ color-selected BCGs at low redshift (z \ 0.5) is quite low, D10%. However as redshift increases and we begin to sample fainter into the luminosity function of the interloping galaxies, the contamination rate triples, reaching D30% at z [ 0.5. On the other hand, the contamination rate for color-selected BCGs is quite low and remains relatively constant with redshiftÈ5% contamination rate at z \ 0.5 and 10% at z [ 0.5. This constancy of contamination rate arises because bright interlopers are typically blue foreground galaxies that are more easily di †erentiated as the cluster E/S0 sequence reddens with redshift.
Are these estimated contamination rates at z [ 0.6 high enough to explain our observed brightening ? Although contamination increases to a modest rate of 30% at z [ 0.5 for nonÈcolor-selected BCGs, only D20% of BCGs at z [ 0.6 are selected in this manner. The remaining 80% of BCGs are selected using color information, which has a rather low contamination rate of 10%. From our simulations, we Ðnd that at z [ 0.6, foreground contaminants are on average 0.63 mag brighter than nonÈcolor-selected BCGs. For color-selected BCGs, contaminants are 0.41 mag brighter than the mean BCG magnitude. Assuming that 30% of nonÈcolor-selected BCGs are actually interlopers that are 0.63 mag brighter than the BCG, while 10% of color-selected BCGs are foreground contaminants that are 0.41 mag brighter than the BCG, we Ðnd that contamination causes the mean BCG magnitude to be D0.1 mag brighter than the no-evolution model prediction at z \ 0.6È 0.8. However, we observe an actual brightening of D0.5 mag for this redshift range in our data. Therefore, while contamination may be responsible for some of the observed brightening, it is insufficient to explain the full extent of brightening of BCG magnitudes relative to the noevolution model predictions at z [ 0.6.
A Ðnal way to test whether contamination is responsible for our observed brightening is to restrict the sample to color-selected BCGs because they have a low contamination rate (which remains relatively constant with redshift). The V Hubble diagram is already entirely colorselected because all of our BCGs with V -band data also have I-band data. The I Hubble diagram, however, does have a signiÐcant contribution from nonÈcolor-selected BCGs. We reproduce the I Hubble diagram (upper panel of Fig. 14) distinguishing between color-selected versus nonÈ color-selected BCGs. In the lower panel of Figure 14 we bin the color-selected galaxies only and again Ðnd that the average BCG luminosity is systematically brighter at z Z 0.6. Therefore, we conclude that our observed brightening of BCGs at is not due to increased contamination z Z 0.6 with redshift.
Missed BCGs.ÈBCGs have been found to lie as far as D1 Mpc from the cluster center (PL95). For those cases in which the BCG lies outside our search radius, we will miss it and instead choose the second-(or lower) ranked cluster galaxy. Locally, D90% of BCGs are within 350 h~1 kpc. Adopting this value for higher redshift clusters, we expect that only D10% of our color-selected BCGs are, in reality, the second-(or lower) ranked galaxy. However, the radial distribution of our color-selected BCGs (Fig. 4) suggests that we may be missing as many as 40% of the BCGs for clusters that do not have color information (r sel noncol \ 150 h~1 kpc). How does this a †ect our results ? At high redshift our BCGs are predominantly (80%) color-selected. (z Z 0.6) Therefore, we estimate that we select the true BCG in at least 75% of our high-redshift clusters. At low redshift, the majority (D65%) of clusters are also selected using color information. For the modest number of clusters that are nonÈcolor-selected, we may be missing as many as 40% of the BCGs. However, we Ðnd that the mean magnitude difference, is D0.5 mag for both color- selected and nonÈcolor-selected second-ranked galaxies regardless of redshift. Because we Ðnd similar values of *m for the color-selected and nonÈcolor-selected samples and no trend of *m with redshift, we conclude that if we identiÐed the second-ranked (or lower) galaxy rather than the BCG in some systems, this error did not lead to a detectable e †ect.
We conclude that systematic e †ects are unlikely to account for the observed "" brightening ÏÏ of high-redshift BCGs in a sample with mixed cluster selection that (z Z 0.6) favors the selection of clusters at higher redshifts high-L X but warn that such problems need to be kept in mind in all such studies (even spectroscopically selected BCG samples are susceptible to some of these pitfalls).
BCG Color Evolution
Evolutionary constraints based on luminosities measure only one aspect of the models. For example, a galaxy can brighten in any particular passband by either having increased star formation or adding, via accretion, more stars to the initial population. Colors enable us to distinguish between these two possibilities, and so we now turn our attention to the colors of BCGs. Are the colors consistent with a stellar population that formed early (z form º 5) and experiences passive evolution (as indicated by the luminosities of BCGs in environments) ? Or are they high-L X consistent with no evolution and accretion (as indicated by the luminosities of the BCGs in environments) ? low-L X In the left-hand panels of Figures 15 and 16 we compare the V [I and I[K@ colors of BCGs to the spectral synthesis predictions of Bruzual & Charlot (1993) for an elliptical galaxy experiencing either passive or no-evolution. There is considerable observational scatter in the colors of these galaxies, so we bin the data in redshift intervals of *z \ 0.1 for V [I and *z \ 0.15 for I[K@ (right-hand panels). The behavior in both colors corresponds best with passive evolution models of an elliptical galaxy that formed at z form [ 10. Unlike the case of luminosity evolution, one evolutionary model is sufficient to explain the observed colors of all BCGs, regardless of their environment. It is reassuring that the colors do not favor the nonphysical model of no- FIG. 15 .ÈBCG colors in V [I compared to the spectral synthesis model predictions of Bruzual & Charlot (1993) for an elliptical galaxy experiencing passive evolution and no-evolution (left). In the right-hand panel, the data are binned in *z \ 0.1 and have error bars which are p mean of the binned data.
FIG. 16.ÈBCG colors in I
[K@ compared to the spectral synthesis model predictions of Bruzual & Charlot (1993) for an elliptical galaxy experiencing passive evolution and no-evolution (left). In the right-hand panel, the data are binned in *z \ 0.15 and have error bars which are p mean of the binned data. evolution for the BCGs in clusters. We conclude low-L X that environment does not play a detectable role in the BCG colors by observing that there is no correlation between V [I versus &(1 ] z)5 (Fig. 17) .
DISCUSSION
Combining the constraints from luminosities and colors, the results suggest that environment plays a role in the mass evolutionary history of BCGs. The colors of BCGs from both and clusters over the redshift range high-L X low-L X z \ 0.3È1 imply that they are predominantly comprised of old stellar systems that have undergone little, (z form D 5È10) if any, recent star formation. However, tracing the luminosities of and BCGs as a function of time high-L X low-L X reveals subtle, but important, di †erences in their evolutionary histories. BCGs in X-rayÈluminous clusters, L X º 2 ] 1044 ergs s~1, follow passive evolution model predictions typical of an old quiescent stellar population. In addition, these BCGs have luminosities that are systematically brighter than their counterparts at high redshifts. low-L X BCGs in clusters do not exhibit the characteristic low-L X dimming associated with the aging of its stellar populations. Instead, their luminosities are fainter on average at high redshift relative to a model of a passively evolving population and remain relatively constant with time.
ABK98 interpreted the lack of passive luminosity evolution of BCGs as a sign of mass accretionÈBCGs low-L X accrete mass in stars to counter the dimming of their underlying stellar populations, thereby maintaining a roughly constant integrated luminosity. Using K-band photometry of 25 BCGs at 0 \ z \ 1, ABK98 parameterized the luminosity evolution by Assuming 
0. that K-band light traces mass, they conclude that BCGs increased their mass by a factor of 2È4 since z D 1. In such a model, the galaxy colors would evolve passively if the objects accreted had a similar star formation history as the BCG. Because ABK98 did not have X-ray observations of their clusters, they assumed that their inferred mass accretion rate was typical of all BCGs. However, BCM00 reexamined ABK98Ïs sample with X-ray data and found that the majority of their clusters have ergs s~1 at L X \ 2.3 ] 1044 z [ 0.5. To assess the e †ect of cluster mass on inferred BCG mass accretions rates, BCM00 studied an X-rayÈselected sample of 76 BCGs at 0.05 ¹ z ¹ 0.83 and parametrized the mass accretion of their BCGs only. Using a paramhigh-L X eterization of the same form as ABK98, they found that c \ [0. 93^0.23 while c \ [0.38^0.22 (z form \ 2) for and km s~1 (z form \ 5) ) m \ 1.0, ) " \ 0.0, H 0 \ 50 Mpc~1. Consequently, they conclude that the mass of highBCGs has increased by a factor of 2 at most. L X Because our data do not span a large enough baseline in redshift, we cannot parameterize the BCG mass accretion rate as a function of redshift for this sample. However, in Figure 18 , we compare our measured I-band luminosity evolution to the parametrized mass accretion rates of ABK98 and BCM00. The Ðlled boxes denote the mean magnitude residuals of our (left-hand panels) and low-L X (right-hand panels) BCGs for a passive evolution high-L X model with (solid line) assuming
(lower panels) and 0.0 ) m \ 1, ) " \ 0.0 km s~1 Mpc~1. Although the mass accretion rates H 0 \ 50 predicted by ABK98 (dotted line) were derived using predominantly BCGs, we reproduce the relation in all low-L X four panels for reference. The dashed line is the evolution parameterization of BCM00 for BCGs with high-L X ) m \ 1 only (lower right-hand panel). BCGs, while the dashed line is the mass low-L X accretion rate from BCM00 for BCGs. high-L X ment with the mass accretion rates of ABK98, implying that BCGs from low X-ray luminosity clusters accrete a factor of D2 if or D4 if in mass since z D 1. ) m \ 0.0 ) m \ 1 Turning our attention to the sample (right-hand high-L X panels of Fig. 18 ), we Ðnd that the BCGs from high-L X clusters show less mass accretion than those from low-L X clusters, which is consistent with the Ðndings of BCM00. However, for the only case with which we can directly compare to the results of BCM00 our () m \ 1, ) " \ 0), sample suggests a somewhat higher accretion rate high-L X than BCM00 (a factor of D2 since z D 1 as opposed to a factor of D1.3). In sum, our data conÐrm that BCGs low-L X may have accreted a factor of 2È4 in mass since z D 1, while
BCGs are limited to increase in mass since high-L X [2 z D 1.
Although some BCGs may be accreting at least a low-L X factor of 2 in mass since z D 1, we Ðnd little evidence for any recent star formation in the colors of BCGs. Because the accretion is probably dominated by the infall due to dynamical friction of massive early-type galaxies near the BCG, large bursts of star formation are presumably unlikely. However, even a modest amount of gas in the progenitors could induce some star formation. If as little as 10% of the merger remnantÏs mass is converted into stars, the galaxyÏs V [I and I[K@ colors get bluer by as much as 2.5 mag . Although the duration of the peak bluing is short, Myr, the galaxy is 0.1 mag bluer [130 than the red envelope for D1 Gyr, and we should see that reÑected in the BCG colors. Furthermore, our BCG color selection criteria does not signiÐcantly hamper our ability to detect a galaxy undergoing a burst of star formation. A starbursting galaxy is º0.4 mag bluer than the location of the red envelope for only D260 Myr, which translates to D35% of the duration of the bluing period (i.e., 0.1 mag bluer than the red envelope). From our data, we can only make statistically general claims. Even though some BCGs may appear bluer than the models, we conclude on the basis of the average agreement with the colors from passiveevolution models that the dominant form of accretion by BCGs since z D 1 consists of gas-poor, old stellar systems.
This discussion of BCG evolution suggests that, to some extent, observational e †orts at studying cluster galaxy evolution may be self-defeating. Studies attempting to go to higher redshifts (which naturally identify only the richest clusters) may face difficulties because although one is selecting systems at an earlier time, these systems may evolve fasterÈthereby countering the expected di †erence between nearby and distant clusters (Kau †mann 1995a (Kau †mann , 1995b . Despite the observations of increased merging in some high-redshift clusters (van Dokkum et al. 1999) , galaxy evolution in the observationally accessible regime out to z D 1 may be most dramatic in poor clusters and rich groups (more common in the local samples). Even at low redshift, some of these environments show evidence for hierarchical evolution (Zabludo † & Mulchaey 1998) , and the study of stellar populations in the giant elliptical galaxies that result in the dynamical collapse of such systems (NGC 1132 ; Mulchaey & Zabludo † 1999) may provide a nearby example of the processes that formed the massive elliptical galaxies in the richest systems at z D 1.
SUMMARY
We investigate the inÑuence of environment on BCG evolution using a sample of 63 clusters at 0.3 ¹ z ¹ 0.9 drawn from the Las Campanas Distant Cluster Survey. This sample represents a factor of 2 increase in the number of BCGs studied at z [ 0.5. Using the peak surface brightness of the cluster detection Ñuctuation & as a proxy for cluster , we deÐne L X L X \ 2 ] 1044 ergs s~1 as the threshold between a and high-L X low-L X sample. We use this division to trace the luminosity and color evolution of BCGs in V , I, and K@ as a function of environment. Our primary results are the following :
1. We Ðnd that the luminosity evolution of BCGs from a mixed sample of and clusters cannot be high-L X low-L X adequately explained by a single evolutionary model.
2. We Ðnd that the V , I, and K@ luminosities of BCGs from clusters are fainter, on average, than the lumilow-L X nosities of BCGs. The BCG luminosities high-L X low-L X are most consistent with no-evolution model predictions. Our conÐrmation of the observational results of previous work suggests, in accordance with previous estimates (ABK98), that these BCGs may be in the process of gaining a factor of 2È4 in mass via accretion since z D 1.
3. Tracing the luminosities of BCGs, we Ðnd high-L X they are better described by passive evolution models with a high redshift of formation, Again, our agreement z form [ 5. with previous studies (BCM00) indicates that these galaxies are accreting more slowly, a factor of 2 in mass at most, since z D 1.
4. Combining the and results, we conlow-L X high-L X clude that we are seeing evidence for the mass-dependent evolution rates predicted in hierarchical models. The structures in the more massive clusters are closer to reaching their Ðnal state and so are proportionally accreting more slowly, while the lower mass clusters are still in a more vigorous state of dynamical evolution.
5. From the colors of BCGs (V [I and I[K@ ), we determine that a single evolutionary model is sufficient to describe the observed color evolution of the stellar populations of all BCGs. The colors of the combined sample of and BCGs are most consistent with the high-L X low-L X predictions of passive evolution models with We z form [ 5. Ðnd no evidence in the BCG colors for induced star formation and conclude that the dominant form of accretion by BCGs since z D 1 consists of gas-poor, old stellar systems (stellar populations similar to those already present in the BCG).
Because the evolutionary history of BCGs appears to be linked to properties of the host cluster, it is signiÐcant that we conÐrm previously observed trends with a large sample of BCGs that have completely di †erent selection criteria. Unfortunately, our photometric data only allow us to speculate on the merging history of BCGs. Direct evidence of accretion events can be obtained only with spectroscopy or high-resolution imaging. Spectroscopy will yield detailed information about the current star formation in the galaxy and its kinematics but is available for only a limited number of galaxies at these redshifts (van Dokkum & Franx 1996 ; Kelson et al. 2000 Kelson et al. , 2001 . High-resolution imaging will complement the spectroscopy because signatures of merging events include an increase in the e †ective radius and the slope of the surface brightness proÐle of the BCGs (Nelson et al. 2002 ; van Dokkum & Franx 2001) . Tracing the structural parameters with redshift will give an indication of the accretion rate of BCGs. The combination of a large cluster sample, such as the one presented here, and spectroscopy or high-resolution imaging has the potential to directly address the question of the merging history of BCGs since z D 1. 
